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Preface  

 

Each chapter in this volume presents research and scholarship on innocence reform—a 
shorthand phrase for the complex agenda of change in the justice system designed to reduce error 
and help exonerees. They represent the latest thinking on the subject. Several are based on 
cutting-edge research published elsewhere within the last two years. Other chapters have been 
solicited as original work. Although several authors are familiar names in wrongful conviction 
scholarship, we have turned not only to recognized senior scholars but have followed leads to 
highly innovative work; as a result, several law and graduate students are lead and second 
authors. Wrongful Conviction and Criminal Justice Reform: Making Justice is not a compendium 
of what has been learned about wrongful convictions since serious scholarship began in the 
1980s.  Instead, it breaks new ground by expressly examining many of the issues and processes 
related to wrongful conviction in the light of the policy reform process. The book should be 
essential for wrongful conviction scholars and for criminal justice, political science and law 
professors concerned with the investigation, prosecution and adjudication components of the 
criminal justice process.  

Nonetheless, Wrongful Conviction and Criminal Justice Reform is accessible to students.  
The chapters are free of jargon and have been written to be easily comprehended by an 
intelligent lay audience.  The book is designed as the main text for a course on wrongful 
conviction and a valuable secondary text for general courses in criminal justice, political science, 
and for law school innocence clinics.    

No book can cover a field entirely and this is especially true in an area of scholarship that 
is exploding with new and innovative work. This is an incredibly exciting period of expanding 
studies and ideas about wrongful convictions. Just within the last year or so a raft of important 
books have been published that enrich wrongful conviction scholarship. These include Feld’s 
(2013) study of false confessions by teenagers, Garrett’s (2011) intensive exploration of the first 
250 DNA exonerations, Givelber and Farrell’s (2012) demonstration that acquittals are often 
based on actual innocence, Harris’s (2012) study of the sources of police resistance and potential 
advance regarding innocence reform, an anthology edited by Huff and Killias (2013) that 
explores wrongful conviction issues in an international context Medwed’s (2012) short but 
comprehensive examination of prosecutors and wrongful conviction, Simon’s (2012) magisterial 
review and analysis of the psychological literature illuminating error in policing, prosecution and 
adjudication, and Westervelt and Cook’s (2012) in-depth exploration of the exoneree experience.  
If the time frame of important  books is expanded slightly, we can include broader studies of the 
death penalty (Baumgartner, DeBoef, & Boydstun, 2008), interrogation (Leo, 2008), prosecution 
(Davis, 2007), informants (Natapoff, 2009), citizen commissions (Gould, 2008), and the 
anthology edited by Ogletree and Sarat (2009) which shed light on attributes of those practices 
and institutions that generate wrongful convictions.  Within this time frame the path breaking 
survey of forensic science was issued by the National Academy of Sciences (2009), that was 
itself stimulated by the innocence movement.  Finally, recognizing the monumental impact of 
wrongful convictions, the American Psychological Association has published or sponsored 
anthologies  relating to the innocence issues of false confessions (Lassiter & Meissner, 2010), 
expert eyewitness testimony (Cutler, 2009), and wrongful convictions generally (Cutler, 2012). 
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This list of important books has been accompanied by a flood of diverse research and scholarship 
published in law reviews and scientific journals.     

In view of this outpouring of scholarship and research of the highest quality it may seem 
immodest to suggest that the present volume offers a novel way of addressing the subject of 
actual innocence. Innocence reform has of course been an important aspect of wrongful 
conviction scholarship from the beginning. We nevertheless submit that along with the superb 
contributions of the authors, the singular focus on reform and the reform process of the present 
anthology helps advance the view that the analysis of wrongful convictions is inherently a part of 
criminal justice policy studies. The goal must be the continuous examination and renewal of the 
criminal justice system as it undertakes one of the most momentous actions of government—
determining guilt or innocence.  

 


